Intern Process Automation in Python (m/f)
Location: Munich
As an innovative fintech company with talented and highly motivated employees, we are looking for like-minded,
performance-oriented team players for an interdisciplinary Python project in the Client Operations department. As
a project intern, you work closely with experienced colleagues in the areas of Client Operations, Product and IT.
You will collect and specify relevant requirements and develop a Python-based suite for process support in the
areas of customer onboarding, security issuance & settlement as well as reporting. You will get to know the CRX
product down to the smallest detail, have the chance to contribute your ideas and grow together with the project.
You will get deep insights into the onboarding of new customers as well as the auction, issuance and settlement
process of our securities and make a valuable contribution to the further development of the product.

Your Role

Your Profile







Analyse the CRX process flows and get to know
the CRX product in detail

with a major in computer science, business

Collect and specify requirements for software to

informatics or similar

be developed in close cooperation with





IT affinity and (very) good knowledge of Python
and MS Excel

experienced colleagues from Operations,


Studies in business administration / economics

Product and IT



High level of apprehension and fast learner

Manage the development of a Python-based



Very good English skills, German skills are a plus

suite for process automation, accompany the



Diligent, well-organized way of working

project from the very beginning to go-live. A



Excellent analytical skills

Python-experienced mentor can support you



Entrepreneurial thinking

Contribute your own ideas for continuous



Interest in Fixed Income Securities, Treasury and

process improvement and development of the

Financial Markets

Client Operations department

What we offer
The position offers you the extraordinary chance to become part of the growth of a successful FinTech. As a highly
motivated intern, you will make an important contribution to the advancement of the Client Operations department
and have the opportunity to qualify for a subsequent permanent role. The position is available immediately and shall
be filled for 6 months at our office in Hirschgarten, Munich.
Are you up for the challenge? Please upload your documents including CV, cover letter and your earliest possible
starting date using our online application form.

